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West Virginia’s Sugary Drink Tax: Examining Print Media Frames in Local News Sources

Abstract

Introduction: Framing is an important aspect of the policy process that helps the public and decision makers sort through and resolve highly charged claims about an issue. Through slight changes in the presentation of issues, a framing effect may alter public support. The way a proposed sugary drink tax is discussed in public discourse and by the media significantly influences policy acceptance. Given the public health significance of obesity and diabetes in West Virginia (WV) the study of media frames employed to represent a sugary drink tax policy is useful.

Methods: Using quantitative content analysis, this study assessed news articles—published over 7 years by news outlets in WV—to determine the frames that were employed.

Results: Pro-tax arguments appeared more often in these articles. In both pro- and anti-tax arguments, a personal behavior or economic frame appeared more frequently. The more common anti-tax arguments focused on the tax being regressive and not changing personal behavior. The pro-tax arguments focused more often on increases in state revenues and people selecting healthier beverages.

Implications: Given the significance of obesity and diabetes in WV, the study of media frames that represent the sugary drink tax should provide valuable guidance to inform strategies that utilize public discourse and media coverage to influence policy acceptance. However, since WV has not been able to get approval for its sugary drink tax, it may be beneficial to examine other elements of agenda setting including issue generation tactics, mobilizing structures, and political opportunities.
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INTRODUCTION

In the analysis of policy dynamics, framing scholarship lifts up the primacy of cognitive research that examines societal meanings assigned to ideas, narratives, and images.\textsuperscript{1} Arising from existing mental maps, a frame is a socially constructed shorthand expression used to make meaning of phenomena that we encounter.\textsuperscript{2} Moreover, framing research may also examine how the social construction of issues and ideas can be intentionally communicated to encourage a certain definition, causal interpretation, moral appraisal, and/or policy outcome.\textsuperscript{3,4} The frames that capture issues are picked up and reflected by the media, which play a major role in shaping and reflecting ideas and views on a given issue.\textsuperscript{5,6} The media, in transmitting frames, creates framing effects that occur when transformations in the presentation of an issue or an event produces changes in opinion.\textsuperscript{7} In this way, frames may cancel each other out in a competition between groups for public support.\textsuperscript{2} In this study, newspaper frames used to portray a tax on sugary beverages in West Virginia were identified. Then, because the democratic process links policymaking to the public through the news media, the framing effects that result from competing frames found in the news were considered.

BACKGROUND

Obesity and adult-onset of type-2 diabetes are major contributors to West Virginia’s poor health rankings.\textsuperscript{8} Driven by such bleak data, the West Virginia American Heart Association (WV-AHA) has worked on passage of a sugary drink tax (SDT) since the fall of 2016. Taxing bottled drinks is not a new idea in West Virginia. An existing container tax, enacted in 1951, is set at 1 cent per 16.9 ounces of every drink sold (regardless of sugar content). When created, this early tax was earmarked to fund the West Virginia University School of Medicine. Notably, this tax was enacted before sugary drinks became a public health concern and continues to be accepted by the soda industry and West Virginia University.
The original legislative proposal incorporating an excise tax of 2-cents per ounce added on at the distributor level (SDT1) remained the same from 2016 to 2017. This tax policy updated a section of the State code to define specific drinks as sugary drinks and imposed an excise tax of 2-cents per ounce added on at the distributor level. The intent from WV–AHA’s perspective was that the tax would be passed along to the consumer, thus driving down purchasing and consumption, eventually resulting in lower rates of diet-related diseases.

Opposition to the 2016 proposal came from the American Beverage Association, convenience store lobbying groups, and retailers associations who, in a manner similar to that found in other SDT campaigns, advanced anti arguments about driving distributors out of business leading to a loss of jobs and the freedom of the consumer to choose the beverage of their choice.9–11

In 2018 the WV–AHA restructured SDT1 as a “tiered tax” (SDT2). Thought to be more effective in reducing consumption of sugary drinks, supporters of SDT2, also chose to earmark the projected tax revenue to offset state deficit funding for WV–Public Employees’ Insurance Agency. Under the tiered approach beverages were categorized as having high, medium or low sugar content with a different rate of taxation applied to each category. For example, a high sugar beverage, (more than 20g/12oz.), would be taxed at 2-cents per ounce while a drink in the medium tier, (5g–20g/12oz.), would be taxed at 1-cent per ounce. Drinks in the lowest tier, containing less than 5 grams of sugar per 12 ounces would not be taxed at all. Beverages not included under the tax were water (still and sparkling), milk, unsweetened coffee and tea drinks, and 100% juice and diet drinks.

**METHODS**

Supplement A (in the Additional Files) provides a detailed description of the research methodology. All the authors were involved in the implementation of a spring 2018 graduate public health course presented at West Virginia University,
School of Public Health. The course, Policy Tools for Population Health (Health, Policy Management and Leadership 624), used the SDT as the policy example to examine agenda setting and framing effects.

This analysis aimed to identify news frames for a sugary drink tax found in West Virginia newspapers from January 1, 2010 to April 10, 2018. This time period was selected to correspond with national sugary drink tax campaigns across the country between 2010 and 2018. The research methodology was informed by the course materials including case studies, expert interviews, and previous studies demonstrating that the soda industry has typically positioned the SDT as a matter of individual freedom and jobs in previous policy campaigns across the US. A four-stage coding protocol was developed and applied in order to identify fourteen news sources that were both online and in print, a 49-news article sample, and five major frames (Supplement A, Table 1, Figure 1, in the Additional Files).

• Economics
• Public health concerns
• Personal liberty
• Scientific rationale
• Personal behavior

RESULTS

Publication Timeline of Articles. Fewer than five articles were published in any given year between 2010 and 2015. The greatest number of articles published annually was in 2017 (n = 24). A more detailed analysis by month indicated an upward spike in articles published (n= 10) in February 2017. During that same period in 2018 when the tiered tax (SDT2) was introduced there was no similar uptick in articles on the sugary drink tax. See Figures 2A and 2B, Supplement A, in the Additional Files.
**Frames and Arguments.** Analysis of the frequency of argument and examples of all arguments from the news articles are in Supplement B in the Additional Files. A total of twenty-one (n=21) different pro- and anti-tax arguments were identified in the news articles sampled (Supplement B, Table 2). The argument found with greatest frequency used an economic frame where 47% of the articles included a claim that the tax would provide revenue to help balance the budget (Table 2). The next most frequently used argument was a personal behavior frame where the claim was made in 39% of the articles that the tax would lead people to choose a substitute beverage. Overall, fewer kinds of anti-tax arguments (n=8) were found, in comparison to pro-tax arguments (n=13) (Tables 3 and 4). Overall, both the pro and anti-tax arguments utilized the economic and personal behavior frames (n=114) more than the other frames all together (n=54). Finally, this analysis of the news article sample indicated that pro-tax arguments (n=135) were utilized to a greater degree than anti-tax arguments (n=33) in the news articles.

**Economic Frame.** Indicating the importance of the economy and employment in West Virginia, the economic frame heightened the issues of cutbacks, reductions, scaling-down, and a declining economy. In total ten types of pro and anti-tax arguments used the economic frame (Table 2). Anti-tax arguments utilized the economic frame (n=13) far fewer times in comparison to the total number of pro-tax arguments made using the economic frame (n=53). The most frequently used anti-tax argument (n=9) with an economic frame focused on the repressiveness of the policy (Table 3). The pro-tax argument used the most (n=23) with an economic frame emphasized the utility of the policy in raising revenue and helping to balance the budget (Table 4).

**Personal Behavior Frame.** The personal behavior frame recognizes the primacy of U.S. values around individual accountability for the choices that one makes. This frame is widely recognized as the dominant way that health status is conceptualized in the U.S. as well as other social issues where policies on social
assistance are on the agenda.\textsuperscript{10,15–18} In total four types of pro and anti-tax arguments utilized the personal behavior frame (Table 2). The pro-tax arguments made use of the personal behavior frame (n=37) almost three times more than the anti-tax arguments (n=11). The most frequently used anti-tax argument (n=6) with a personal behavior frame criticized the SDT for changing only the location where people bought their sugary drink as opposed to altering the purchase of the sugary beverage (Table 3). The pro-tax argument used the most (n=19) with a personal behavior frame emphasized how the tax would lead people to select a healthier drink (Table 4).

**Public Health Frame.** The public health frame portrayed positivist beliefs where facts and data assume primacy over other constructivist approaches that emphasize the human experience as beneficial in the production of evidence.\textsuperscript{19} In total there were three different pro and anti-tax arguments under the public health frame (Table 2). In comparison to the anti-tax arguments (n=6) under the frame of public health the utilization of pro-tax arguments was greater (n=31). The most frequently used anti-tax argument (n=6) using the public health frame emphasized that SDTs do not address obesity/diabetes (Table 3). The pro-tax argument used the most (n=18) with a public health frame emphasized how the tax would reduce morbidity or mortality from obesity (Table 4).

**Personal Liberty Frame.** This frame captures the U.S. value of individual freedom with little or no government infringement of rights. This frame represents the constant struggle between individual freedom versus collective responsibility for social good.\textsuperscript{20} There were two kinds of personal liberty arguments (Table 2). Analysis of the news articles indicated that the pro- and anti-tax arguments used the personal liberty frame equally (n=3). The most frequently used anti-tax argument (n=3) using the personal liberty frame relied on the idea that government was overstepping its boundaries in telling people what to drink (Table 3). The pro-tax argument used the most (n=3) with a personal liberty frame emphasized that government had a role in producing healthy citizens (Table 4).
**Scientific Rationale Frame.** The scientific rationale frame defines the issue as a matter of expert understanding and sound science to support or undermine expert consensus.\(^2\)\(^1\) The analysis indicated that no anti-tax arguments utilized the scientific rationale frame. Both pro-tax arguments using a scientific rationale focused on the effects of sugar on the body where the addictive properties of sugar appeared only a little more frequently (n=6) than the argument about the negative effects of sugar on the body generally (n=5) (Table 4).

**IMPLICATIONS**

Framing tactics and trends found in this analysis mirror what has been found in other framing studies on the sugary drink tax where economic and personal behavior frames are used by both supporters and opponents.\(^1\)\(^1\),\(^2\)\(^2\),\(^2\)\(^3\) Across all frames, except for the personal liberty frame, pro-tax arguments appeared in the news articles at a much greater rate than anti-tax arguments. That pro-tax arguments are found more often than anti-tax messages is also consistent with other research.\(^1\)\(^1\)

Generally, arguments in pro- and anti-tax articles used an economic frame. In West Virginia it was easy for proponents or opponents to use the economic frame because arguments about the benefits or harms from the tax could be linked to trends in declining job growth or government revenues.\(^8\) In this case the anti-tax economic argument emphasized how the sugary drink tax harms jobs. Alternatively, the pro-tax economic argument claimed that the SDT would address revenues and budgetary shortfalls.

The use of an economic frame supporting the sugary drink tax as a positive instrument because it targets “sin taxes” is consistent with other campaigns on products like alcohol or tobacco that promote the potential of the tax to fund positive government expenses such as education.\(^2\)\(^4\)–\(^2\)\(^7\) Anti-tax arguments using...
the economic frame made claims most frequently about the SDT as a regressive policy. The impact of this argument works when the opponents to the tax attach the effects of the tax to low wealth groups, and the idea of food as a necessity unlike alcohol and tobacco which are not vital to wellbeing. The argument is that lower income households would pay a greater proportion of their income in additional taxes compared with higher income earners.

What remains unclear is why the abundance of pro-tax arguments in news articles did not translate into approval of a sugary drink tax by the West Virginia legislature. In fact, despite the dominant use of pro-tax arguments in most regions, the success of the SDT has been variable across the U.S. Research demonstrates that framing does not constitute the full range of activities needed for agenda setting. In other research an agenda setting framework has been used to determine the strength of issue advocacy efforts by evaluating how an issue is generated; political opportunities including the nature of the political system and governance issues; key mobilization resources; and finally framing strategies. While emphasis on the message is important, policy advocates must account for the entire playing field including the resources available between groups, building and sustaining carriers of the message, and ensuring a strong physical infrastructure for outreach. For example, it may be that advocates may have more luck in motivating millennials to support the SDT by generating framing effects similar to the tobacco industry related to social justice, e.g., the big soda company taking advantage of vulnerable groups in Appalachia. Most likely the inconsistency in the passage of the SDT in West Virginia is due not only to the framing wars but also the combination of other agenda setting factors.

This research is only one illustration and does not claim to explain causation between the success of SDT legislation and the framing of the tax. It is limited by its singular focus on newspaper articles in West Virginia to the exclusion of other communications strategies including television and radio commercials, billboards, advocacy letters, online postings, and the tactics of lobbyists. We
realize there are many different communications tools and sources available from which to secure information. This preference is further segmented by social status. This study tried to address this limitation by selecting articles from newspapers that had a print edition along with an online presence.

**SUMMARY BOX**

**What is already known about this topic?** Media coverage of an issue and framing may influence the opinions and views of the public, decision makers, and the policy agenda.

**What is added by this report?** Similar to other regions, despite finding a predominance of pro-tax arguments, WV has had no luck in gaining legislative approval of a sugary drink tax.

**What are the implications for public health practice, policy, and research?** We recommend that future research on passage of a sugary drink tax in WV expand its focus to include other agenda setting factors such as political opportunities, governance systems, mobilizing structures and allies, and mechanisms for issue generation.
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